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ABSTRACT 

This thesis presents a novel spatial spectrum estimation technique, d—MUSIC, 

for discriminating between two closely spaced sources which are highly correlated. 

The d—MUSIC algorithm is tested, modified, and compared to the MUSIC algo

rithm using a point source simulation. Various power levels, samples sizes and angle 

separations are used on a linear and a planar array for correlated and uncorrelated 

sources. The algorithm is found to be relatively insensitive to correlation and can 

separate targets to one-half of the angular separation threshold of MUSIC . 

The d—MUSIC algorithm is tested using a simulation that generated terrain 

scattered interference representative of a propagation scenario involving multiple 

paths. The simulation shows that d — MUSIC is able to resolve the direct path 

and image at less than one-fourth of a beam width, with a ten degree angle to the 

surface, whereas MUSIC finds a single angle which is biased toward the image. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 A Low Angle Radar Tracking Problem 

A low altitude radar system faces many problems and limitations. Some of 

these are [1]: 

1. The horizon effect of the earth's surface or other surface features. 

2. The forward scatter of electro-magnetic waves causing multi-path interference. 

3. The clutter backscatter from the surface of the earth and 'cultural' features 

in the vicinity of the target. 

A typical low angle tracking situation is shown in Figure (1.1). When a target 

is tracked at a shallow angle from horizontal, and the target is flying near a surface, 

there are multiple paths of propagation. The multi-path backscatter ^ returns will 

be concentrated most at the shortest bounce path to the receiver (specular point). 

^The term scatter is used to denote all energy that is not absorbed; forward scatter is used 
to represent all energy reflected from a medium away from the transmitter, and backscatter is ail 
energy redirected back to the transmitter. 
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RADAR 

TARGET 

reflecti0( suftee 
IMAGE 

Figure 1.1: Low angle tracking problem with direct path returns, and single bounce 
path or multiple bounce path returns 

The specular point creates an apparent image of a target. The image is com

prised of returns from the same source as the returns from the direct path. Con

sequently, the direct path and image are highly correlated. When finding angles 

of arrival from a wavefront, the effect of two highly correlated sources is usually a 

single apparent angle which is located at the centroid of the two. This confuses a 

low angle tracker which can be exploited by both the military and drug trafficking. 

For example, consider the use of low flying missiles into the deck of a ship in the 

Faulkland Islands conflict and low flying aircraft used by drug smugglers. The low 

angle tracking problem becomes extremely difficult when the altitude of the target 

is sufficiently low to place the specular point within the main beam of the antenna. 

When the angular separation between the direct path and the bounce path is less 

than 0.8 antenna beam widths, conventional mono-pulse techniques produce large 

tracking errors [2]. 

A literature search on 'low angle tracking' produced inconclusive results regard

ing the low angle tracking problem. Most authors considered only a linear array, [2] 

[3] [4] [5] and real systems which were mounted in a physically stationary location. 
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The key solutions predominantly used in these papers are; Maximum Likelihood 

(ML) techniques and implementations of spatial smoothing and forward backward 

averaging. Spatial smoothing is a method frequently used to reduce the effects of 

high correlation in the estimate of the covariance matrix. Maximum Likelihood 

techniques are sensitive to non-Gaussian characteristics and may involve multi

dimensional searches. Spatial smoothing may include a reduction in the dimension 

of the covariance matrix formed. Thus, if non-gaussian characteristics are found, 

time or processing limitations are present, or if one is limited by the spatial degrees 

of freedom available, then these solutions may not be desirable. 

It has been shown that standard super-resolution algorithms in the presence 

of low angle multi-path propagations fail when the angular separation is less than 

one-quarter of a beam width [2]. Also, it has been shown that maximum likelihood 

techniques, applied to a frequency agile, 32 element, sampled linear aperture an

tenna on an over water path, can achieve angular resolution with a target separation 

of one-tenth of a beam width [2]. 

The approaches investigated in this thesis to solve the low angle tracking prob

lem are based on applying generalized Direction Finding Algorithms (DFA); the 

MUSIC Algorithm [6] and a new derivative of this algorithm called the Derivative 

MUSIC Algorithm (d—MUSIC) [7]. The d—MUSIC Algorithm has been specif

ically designed for closely spaced, highly correlated sources analyzed using Spatial 

Spectrum Estimation (SSE) techniques [7] [8]. It is a technique which takes corre

lated data and uses it to its advantage. The algorithm is then generalized such that 

it will also work for uncorrelated signals which are closely spaced. 
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1.2 Organization of Thesis 

In Chapter 2, some traditional direction finding algorithms are introduced and 

demonstrated for discriminating between two closely spaced sources which are cor

related and uncorrelated. Preliminary definitions of the signals and the covariance 

matrix are given. These definitions will be used throughout the remainder of the 

thesis. 

Chapter 3 applies the d-MUSIC algorithm, generalized by Howell and Kirlin[7], 

to a linear array, who do not define or document the extension of the algorithm to 

a planar array. Chapter 4 extends the d—MUSIC algorithm to the planar array. 

General eigen analysis of the covariance matrix and the Taylor series expansion used 

to formulate the d — MUSIC algorithm will be shown in both of these chapters. 

Also, Chapter 4 provides an extension to d—MUSIC which gives a more robust 

least squares solution to the desired angle of arrival for a linear array. 

Linear and Planar Array antennas are used to test algorithms at various levels 

of angular separation. Signal to Noise Ratios {SNR), and sample sizes. Results 

are shown for linear and planar arrays in Chapter 5. Correlated and uncorrelated 

results are given as a mean value of 20 independent realizations for each data point. 

Initially, the MUSIC and d—MUSIC algorithms are tested with statistically 

simulated point sources with no multi-path. The amount of correlation between 

signals is forced with a correlation matrix from two point source targets. Conse

quently the correlation matrix is of dimension 2x2 and the correlation is defined in 

varying levels. It appears the first data published using the d—MUSIC algorithm 

was evaluated in this manner [7]. These results [7] were shown only with large 
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sample sizes. 

Finally, the MUSIC and d—MUSIC algorithms will be tested on a simula

tion which will generate Terrain Scattered Interference (TSI). The TSI scenario is 

selected to give a highly correlated image. 
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Chapter 2 

REVIEW of TRADITIONAL DIRECTION FINDING 

METHODS 

The objective of this research was to test and extend a new spectrum angle 

estimation algorithm called d—MUSIC. In this chapter, we examine two common 

pre-cursors to the d—MUSIC algorithm. Each of these are examined for a linear 

array. 

2.1 Sum and Difference Beam Forming 

A common method used in beam forming is the formulation of sum and differ

ence beams. Suppose a(d) is the direction vector for an N-sensor linear array where 

the sensors of an antenna are extended along a line [see Figure (2.1)], 

a(^) = g,2tt f2.1) 

1 2  3  N  N  

I 1 1—f 
I—dx—I 

X  

Figure 2.1: A linear array with uniform spacing between elements. 
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where 

9 is the angle of arrival of a source incident to the elements of the array,and is the 

separation between elements along the line. The complex signal direction matrix 

A, given L narrow band sources is 

The output, x(fc) of the N sensors at any time k is the product of the signal 

direction matrix with the signal received from the various sources plus noise 

Where x(A:) is a collection of discrete and uniformly spaced samples, n(A:) is a iV x 1 

complex vector of noise samples and s{k) is a L x 1 complex vector at time k of the 

signal waveform. 

For one discrete sample of data, or for a number of samples coherently added, a 

sum or difference beam is formed as follows. Consider the following steering vector, 

u„ which is the conjugate of the direction vector [see eqn. (2.1)] 

The difference steering vector rid is analytically formed by taking the partial deriva

tive of the sum steering vector with respect to the direction of arrival, 

A = (a(^x) a(<?2) ... a(0i.))- (2.2) 

x(fc) = As(fc) + n(fe). (2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

and 
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Figure 2.2: Sum beam of an antenna with a 10 degree 3 dB beam width. 

Alternatively, this can be expressed in a simpler format by taking the spatial deriva

tive 

Uj(») = (2.6) 

or 

uj(9) = - JK" - - . (2.7) 

The sum beam [see Figure (2.2)] is formed by 

= uf (»)x(t). (2.8) 

The difference beam is formed in a similar manner, 

Sh = n^{e)x{k). (2.9) 

A plot of the magnitude of a difference beam is shown in Figure (2.3). These beams 

may be used to find angles of arrival from radar returns. One simple method to do 
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Figure 2.3: Difference beam from an antenna with a 10 degree 3 dB beam width. 

so is to divide the sum beam by the difference beam and find the angle at which 

this is a maximum by searching over a map of steering vectors 

• (210) 

where 6 is varied from some hypothesized 9min to some 9max with a desired step 

size. This is a computationally intensive search. 

Another more common approach to find the angle of arrival is to use the 

monopulse ratio. This is done by multiplying the ratio of the difference and sum 

beams by a discriminant function. If the hypothesized S is within the linear region of 

the discriminant function, accurate results are found from one steering vector rather 

than a map of vectors. A four quadrant monopulse system has been the work horse 

for angle estimation for many years because of its relatively simple implementation 

and previous technological hardware throughput or processing limitations. Angles 

from a monopulse system are shown to be accurate when no other significant sources 
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Figure 2.4; Single target angle estimation. 

are within the main beam of the antenna [see Figure (2.4)] or when multiple tar

gets within the main beam are uncorrelated with sufficient separation. If given 

insufficient separation between two uncorrelated sources in the main beam of the 

antenna, standard sum / difference or monopulse will not discriminate [see Figure 

(2.5)]. When correlated sources are within the main beam of the antenna, large 

angle biases occur [see Figure (2.6)] in the form of a power weighted centroid of the 

two sources. 

A monopulse or a sum / difference method obviously performs in an unsatis

factory manner when highly correlated targets are present or multiple targets are 

within the main beam of the antenna. Other methods will be used for comparison 

in this thesis. 

SNRI 
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Figure 2.5: angle estimation with two uncorrelated targets within main beam 
and beam width separation. 
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Figure 2.6: angle estimation with two correlated targets within main beam and 
^ beam width separation. 
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2.2 The Music Algorithm 

Multiple Signal Classification {MUSIC) [6] [9] is a spatial spectrum angle 

estimation technique which was developed in the late 70's and has received a con

siderable amount of research devoted to evaluate its performance. The algorithm 

uses a generalized technique which can be applied to many scenarios. It works effec

tively for both a linear array and a planar array. MUSIC has become a standard 

super-resolution algorithm used to resolve multiple targets within the main beam 

of an antenna. 

2.2.1 Constraints on the Observation and the Covariance 
Matrix 

It was established that the observation at time k can be written 

x(Ar) = As(fc) 4- TL(k) 

where A is defined as in eqn. 2.2. The signal s{k) is assumed to be zero mean 

E{s(jk)} =0 (2.11) 

and stationary. Therefore, the signal covariance matrix is given by 

R, = £;{s(A;)s^(A:)}. (2.12) 

Likewise, the noise ii(A;) is assumed to be zero mean 

E{n(ik)} =0 (2.13) 

and stationary. Therefore, the noise covariance matrix is 

(2.14) 
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Finally, the noise and signal are assumed to be mutually independent. Therefore, 

x(A;) is a zero mean, stationary random process and the covariance matrix is the 

outer product of the time series x(fc). 

R=£;{x(fc)x^(ik)}. (2.15) 

R can be expanded to show all of its terms as 

E{x(A:)x^(A:)} = A£;{s(k)s®(k)}A^ + A£^{s(A:)n^(A:)}+ (2.16) 

£:{ii(A:)s^(fe)}A^ + £;{n(A:)n^(A:)}. 

This can be written 

R = AIl.A^ + W (2.17) 

where W = W„„ + W,„ + W,n- However, the cross-correlation terms are 

W„ = £;{n(A:)s^(ifc)} = 0 (2.18) 

and 

W^ = E{s(fe)n'^(fc)}=0, (2.19) 

so 

R = AR.A^ + Wn„ (2.20) 

due to independence. 

If the noise is assumed to be white with mean of zero and variance cr^, then 

W„„ = <t2I (2.21) 

and 

R = AR,A^-I-(t2I, (2.22) 

I is the identity matrix. 
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2.2.2 Implementation of the Covariance Matrix 

The MUSIC algorithm factors the covariance matrix R into two orthogonal 

subspaces that have traditionally come to be known as: the signal subspace, and 

the noise subspace ^ In the real world, we don't have an infinite amount of time to 

gather data and consequently a finite window of time must be used to sample the 

signals. In many instances, this finite window length may be limited by hardware or 

signals which become non-stationary over time because of a changing environment 

or geometry. This finite sample of data is used to estimate the covariance matrix. 

For K data samples of zero mean, wide sense stationary data, define the covariance 

estimate as 

R = (2-23) 
 ̂fc=l 

The expected value of this estimate is then given as 

E{R} = AB^A^ + W (2.24) 

and the signal and noise covariance matrices are 

(2.25) 
 ̂fc=l 

W = £ (ii(fc)ii^(fc) + n(fc)s^(fc) + s(fc)ii^(fc)) . (2.26) 
^ k=l 

In a real measurement x(A:) is received and the signal and noise are inseparable. 

The covariance matrix is formed in the manner shown in eqn. (2.23). However, 

for a point source simulation used throughout this thesis, eqn. (2.24) is used. 

^The names signal subspace and noise subspace in some wajrs are a misnomer since both sub-
spsu:es contain information for the signal and noise. However, historically this is common termi
nology and will be used throughout this thesis. 
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Uncorrelated random signals z{k) are generated and scaled accordingly for a desired 

Signal to Noise Ratio {SNR). Note that z{k) is white and zero mean, 

E{z(fe)}=0 (2.27) 

and the outer product of the unsealed sequence is 

E{z{k)z(Jkf} =1. (2.28) 

A predetermined correlation matrix, S is used to control the correlation between 

signals where S is 

S = Q  n .  ( 2 . 2 9 )  

As C approaches one, the correlation matrix and signals are fully correlated. As 

C approaches zero, the correlation matrix and signals are uncorrelated. For an 

uncorrelated scenario, s{k) = z{k). However, to generate the correlated sequence 

s{k), a Cholesky decomposition of S is done in a lower and upper diagonal fashion, 

S = LU = LL^, (2.30) 

and the signal s{k) is given as 

s{k) = Lz{k). (2.31) 

Again, 

£;{s(ifc)}=0, (2.32) 

and 

E{8ik)s{k)"} = LL^. 

This allows one the freedom to control the sample size and the level of correlation 

between signals. 
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The estimate for W will be close to a^l unless there are not enough data 

points to estimate the covariance matrix. Although R is Toeplitz, R may not 

be Toeplitz due to estimation induced errors. A common approach to reduce the 

effect of the non-toeplitz nature of R, is to apply the methods of spatial smoothing 

and forward-backward averaging [8] [10] [11]. Forward-backward averaging takes 

advantage of the Hermitian structure of the covariance matrix to eliminate the 

imaginary components of the signal correlation matrix R,. Spatial smoothing forms 

an average of the signal correlation matrices from overlapping sub matrices in R. 

Spatial-smoothing may reduce the dimensionality of the covariance; depending upon 

the implementation. 

These methods will not be used within this thesis for three reasons. First, the 

principal objective of this thesis is to show performance independent of correlation. 

To test this, we do not want to modify the correlation estimates in the covariance 

matrix. Secondly, it is not usually desirable to reduce the dimension of a covariance 

matrix, especially when dealing with minimal spatial degrees of freedom. Third, the 

implementation of spatial smoothing for planar array configurations are dependent 

on the array structure. 

2.2.3 The Music Algorithm 

Once the estimate of the covariance matrix, R, is obtained, MUSIC will try 

to obtain an estimate of the dominant subspace of the observations and then locate 

the elements of A that are closest to this dominant subspace. This is accomplished 

by an eigenvalue decomposition of R. 

R = WW" (2.33) 
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where A is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues and V is a unitary matrix of orthogonal 

eigenvectors, i.e., 

V = I 

and 

V = [vx V2 ... Vn] . 

Thus, based on the eigen-decomposition of AR,A = R — o^I where R, is of rank 

L: 

A^A" ̂ R-a'l 

= VAV^ - a^l 

= VAV® -

= V (A - (T^L) v" 

= H (At - O^) Vivf. (2.34) 
tsl 

L eigenvectors of R belong to the span of A [6]. What is termed the signal subspace 

of R are the principal eigenvectors of R. The principal eigenvectors of R are the L 

eigenvectors corresponding to the largest eigenvalues. The remaining eigenvectors of 

R are the noise subspace. The signal space eigenvectors are orthogonal to the noise 

space eigenvectors. This is the basic premise upon which the MUSIC algorithm is 

founded. 

Since the direction vector a is a pointing vector to a signal, it follows that 

a^Vj = 0, n = I, ... £, t = L + 1, ... iV. (2.35) 

Note, the span of the principle eigenvectors of R will equal the span of A only when 

the signal covariaxice matrix R, is full rank. One of the functions which correlated 
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signals has upon the covariance is a lower effective rank of the signal covariance 

matrix. This will be shown in more detail in Chapter 3. 

By taking advantage of this eigenvector decomposition and exploiting the or

thogonal components we can map out a null spectrum J, 

A map of hypothesized direction vectors is formed and the angle of arrival 

for the signal is the angle corresponding to the maximum value for eqn. (2.36). 

The resolution of this method becomes limited by a grid size used in the Bnal 

search for a peak. This search can become computationally intensive if desired. 

If one was concerned about singularities, i.e. a„V„ = 0, in the denominator of 

eqn. (2.36), then a search for the minimum value of the denominator could be 

performed. However, due to numerical roundoff, eigen-decomposition inefficiencies, 

and the probability for one to find the exact direction vector orthogonal to the 

subspace, a singularity in the denominator is not a concern. 

Equation (2.36) can also be implemented in the same manner by using the 

signal space eigenvectors. Since the noise space is orthogonal to the signal space, it 

is necessary that the orthogonal complement of the signal space contain the same 

information as the noise subspace. With this in mind, we can write an equation 

equivalent to eqn. (2.36) in the following manner. 

J MUSIC = 
1 

(2.36) 
a(«)»VNVHa(0) 

where 

VN = [vl+I ... Vat] . 

^ MUSIC = 
1 

(2.37) 
a{tf)»(I-VsVs'')a{«) 
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where 

Vs = [vi ... vc] • 

2.3 MUSIC Performance Results 

As can be seen by eqns. (2.36) and (2.37), it is simple to implement MUSIC 

once the covariance matrix has been formed. Angle estimation is accomplished by 

scanning a spectral grid and searching for the maxima. Alternatively, we can im

plement what has become known as ROOT MUSIC. In this algorithm we solve 

for the zeros of the denominator of the MUSIC equation. In a similar fashion, one 

implementation of PRIME MUSIC [12] reduces the dimensionality of the covari

ance matrix by forming multiple submatrices of a lessor order which decreases the 

number of roots for which one need solve. There are advantages to both methods. 

From a performance stand point, the rooting techniques outperform the spectral 

methods, in a faster, more efficient manner. However, it can be enlightening to plot 

a spectral grid and view the null space and system effects. If implementing a spec

tral search, careful thought must be given to grid sizes used and relative accuracy. 

The effects of correlated signals can easily be viewed with a spectral search. 

MUSIC is not very effective if highly correlated signals are present [13], as 

shown with MUSIC plots in Figures (2.7) and (2.8). Figure (2.7) is a sample plot 

using a deterministic, fully correlated signal correlation matrix to form R, 

Figure (2.8) shows a sample result using a deterministic un-correlated signal corre-
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lation matrix, 

S = 

These results are shown with a six element linear array antenna with a signal to 

noise ratio {SNR) of 30 dB and 100 samples, k. The separation between elements is 

6/5 wavelengths. Where the beam width, BW, of the antenna can be approximated 

by the Rayleigh resolution limit. 

D is the distance in wavelengths (A) from one end of the linear array to another. 

In a circular aperture, or planar array, D is the diameter of the aperture. Thus the 

approximate BW for this antenna is 9.55 degrees. When the data is uncorrelated, 

with a high SNR this system can easily resolve two sources within one degree 

separation. This is about -^BW. As SNR is decreased the ability to resolve 

sources decreases. 

2.4 Summary 

In this chapter, sum / difference beam forming and the MUSIC algorithm 

have been defined, for the simple linear array. As shown, the MUSIC algorithm 

performs very well for uncorrelated sources and poorly for correlated signals. This 

is, in fact, what motivated the development of d—MUSIC, defined in Chapter 3. 

BW «  ̂ {radians) (2.38) 
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Figure 2.7: Fully correlated source results using MUSIC, 'x' maxks the true source 
positions. 
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Figure 2.8: Un-Correlated source results using MUSIC, 'x' marks the true source 
positions. 
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Chapter 3 

DERIVATIVE MUSIC THEORY 

The d—MUSIC Algorithm is new. It was published first by Randy Howell, a 

Ph.D. candidate from the University of Victoria and his advisor, R. L. Kirlin, at the 

Third Annual Adaptive Array Processing Workshop (ASAP)[l\. Only view graphs 

from the presentation were published. Thus, the full derivation of the algorithm 

is still forthcoming in Mr. Howell's dissertation. Due to the limited information 

given in the view graphs published at ASAP, rederivation of many of the same steps 

followed by Howell and Kirlin will be shown. It will be shown how to gain more 

information from the algorithm and how to extend the algorithm to a planar array. 

Generalizations can then be made to use the added information with other Spatial 

Spectrum Estimation (SSE) algorithms which use eigenvector decomposition and 

the signal subspace of the eigenvectors. 

3.1 Overview 

The d—MUSIC Algorithm is an extension of the MUSIC algorithm with the 

added information of a spatial derivative. Let Ra be the spatial derivative of the 

covariance matrix, and let Rd be the spatial derivative of the estimated covariance 

matrix, R. In its simplest format, using a linear array, Rd can be substituted in 
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Figure 3.1: Fully correlated sources using substitution of Rj for R in the MUSIC 
algorithm. 

the place of R and the angle is solved in the same manner as MUSIC. Thus if the 

signal subspace is used, the equation would be 

1 J = 
a(«)«(I-Va,Va,«)a(9)-

(3.1) 

This implementation of a derivative works well for two highly correlated sources 

with relatively small biases. As can be seen from the plots [see Figures (3.1) and 

(3.2)], when the sources are correlated, one can resolve within reasonable accuracy. 

However when the sources are uncorrelated, this simple implementation produces 

large biases. 

As shown by Howell [7], a more robust algorithm may be generated by using 

the primary eigenvectors from R and Rd together. This is accomplished by taking 

the pseudo-inverse of a combined signal eigenspace, or by taking the projection of 
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Figure 3.2: Un-correlated sources using substitution of Rj for R in the MUSIC 
algorithm produces large biases. 

these eigenvectors onto its column space [14]. The result is an algorithm which 

produces small biases independent of the amount of correlation for a two source 

problem. 

There are five steps needed to perform the d—MUSIC Algorithm. 

1. Form the Covariance Matrix 

2. Form the Derivative of the Covariance Matrix 

3. Perform Eigenvalue Decomposition 

4. Combine Eigenvectors 

5. Form the Pseudo-Inverse, and Solve for the 'Music' Null Spectrum 
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The formulation of the covariance matrix was discussed in Section (2.2). The 

rest of these steps will be discussed in detail through the remainder of this chapter. 

3.2 Eigenvalue Analysis of Correlated Signals 

For purposes of demonstrating the eflFect of correlated signals upon the covari

ance aiid hence the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix, some general assumptions 

will be made. Assume there are two signals of equal magnitude, which correspond 

to a signal covariance matrix that is real and symmetric about the diagonal. Let 

where C is a measure of the level of correlation between the signals. Only results for 

positive, real valued correlation, will be demonstrated. If C = 1 then the signals 

are fully correlated, if C = 0 then the signals are uncorrelated, a partial correlation 

would be intermediate values between zero and one. 

and, for this exercise, assume noise free observations, i.e., W = 0. Thus, an estimate 

of the covariance matrix for large sample sizes can be approximated as 

(3.2) 

Let 

(3.3) 

R « A® R, A. (3.4) 

The eigenvalues of Ra can be found by solving the equation 
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Solving for A in terms of C jaelds Ai = 1 + C and A2 = 

eigenvalues can be written in matrix form as 

0 'I V 0 ( i -oj-

The eigenvectors of R, are found by solving 

def[R,-AI]v = 0, (3.6) 

or 

(r" 
The solution to this equation yields two equations: 

(1 — \)vi+ QV2 = 0 

4- (1 — A) U2 — 0-

By substituting A = 1 + C into the above equations we find: 

Ul = U2, 

and if A = 1- C> then 

V\ = -U2-

Finally, note 

= 1 — C- Therefore, the two 

(3.5) 
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and define 

This satisfies the unitary condition on the eigenvectors: = V®^V = I. 

With this information, by factoring the correlation matrix R, into its eigenval

ues and eigenvectors, we can demonstrate the effect of correlation on the eigenvec

tors. The result is shown by including the direction vectors to form an approximate 

covariance matrix. The estimated covariance matrix may be written as 

R = A (VAV^) A® (3.8) 

since R, = VAV^. Expanding, yields 

; . -»)(!  4)"(S) 
If the scalar quantity ^ is factored out and the direction vectors and eigenvectors 

axe multiplied the result is 

R= -^(a. +a„ ai -a,). ( j i (3.9) 

When the signals are uncorrected, i.e., C = both eigenvectors contain informa

tion. The covariance matrix is of full rank, so 

R = i(ax-l-a2, ai-aa)^^ 

When the signals are fully correlated, i.e., C = 1, we can see that only one 

eigenvector is present 

R  =  i( a i+a2 ,  a i - a2)^J o)(afi5')-
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The second eigenvector contains no information. The covariance matrix is not full 

rank and not enough information is available to determine the presence of two 

sources. This explains the failure of the MUSIC algorithm to identify the two 

sources, in Figure (2.7) of Chapter 2. 

3.3 Fundamental Reasoning for d  — MUSIC 

It is clear from eqn. (3.10) that R is a function of 

oi + Oa 

and of 

(1\ — fl2. 

Observe, that as the correlation Q approeu:hes one, the influence of the second term 

goes to zero. Derivative MUSIC approximates the missing eigenvector with a 

Taylor Series expansion to minimize this effect. 

For two closely spaced sources let us evaluate the Taylor Series approximations 

of the direction vectors ai(ai) and 32(02). Using a Taylor Series expansion about 

ai 

/(a,) = /(aj)+/'(02){a,-c<2)+ ... + 

then 
/ f \ (®x — ^2)" at = a2 + aj (ori — 02) + .. • H ; 

nl 

If \  , (<^2 ~ oti)" 
a2 — ai + a^ (0:2 — oti) + ... H j . 

76* 

As an illustration, consider the first order Taylor Series expansions, 

ai = a2 + a^ (qi — 0:2) 
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a2 = ai + a'l (aa — ai) 

and subtract aa from ai to approximate the second eigenvector from the eigenvalue 

expansion shown previously. 

(ai - a.2) = (aa - ai) + (a^ + a^) {oci - 02) 

= (ofi - ora) (3.12) 

This is a significant result. The primary eigenvector of Rd, is a scaled first order 

approximation to the second signal subspace vector of R. The vector (ai — a?) was 

shown previously to be the second eigenvector for two equally powered sources at 

all levels of correlation [see eqn. (3.9)]. However, it was noted that as the signals 

approached full correlation [see eqn. (3.11)], then the second eigenvalue approached 

zero, essentially nulling the second eigenvector. The primary eigenvectors for R and 

Rd will always contain a non-zero eigenvalue for all positive levels of correlation, 

and will contain independent information. This is the underlying assumption upon 

which the d — MUSIC algorithm was based. The Taylor Series approximation 

hold valid for these conditions as long as the two signals are closely separated and 

the magnitude of the returned power are relatively equal. 

Thus, given a two source problem one could replace the second eigenvector 

from R with the primary eigenvector from R^. This is the extension Howell made 

with the d — MUSIC algorithm. One could conceivably apply this information 

to other algorithms which use eigenvalue decomposition and the signal subspace as 

the basic information used for estimation of the desired parameters. 
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3.4 The Derivative of the Covariance for a Linear Array 

A partial derivative of a spatial array of sensors is the basic operator used to 

form the derivative of a covariance matrix. Given a(d) is the direction vector for 

an N-sensor linear array where: 

a(0) = [l e'" ... 

and 
27rcL . 

a = —7—sin(d), 
A 

then one may either derive directly the partial derivative of the direction vector or 

define a spatial derivative operator, d. 

d = ̂  ./ a(tf) (3,13) 

An example of a four sensor linear array direction vector can be expressed in 

the following manner. 

iT 
a(^)=e-^«(t^(l e'" ) , (3.14) 

and the partial derivative of a(d) with respect to a is 

aa(tf) 
V 2 2 2 2  J  da 

Therefore, the derivative operator can be expressed as 

d = I (-3 - 1 1 Sf (3.15) 

where 

ad(0) =dOa(^). (3.16) 
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Note O denotes element by element multiplication. In a similar manner, multiple 

derivatives are obtained by applying the derivative operator to the direction vector 

as many times as desired. 

ad(2)(fl) =dOdOa(d) 

ad(s)(^) = d O d O d O a(^). 

Perhaps a more exact notation could be used with the (del operator), s.t. 

a<i(^) = Va {a{d)). However, to be somewhat consistent with the notation of How

ell, I will use the d operator [7|. 

The derivative of the covariance then becomes 

= AdR^A" + AR,Ad" + Wj, (3.17) 

where the derivative of the signal direction matrix Aj can be written as 

Ad = (ad(^i) ad(^2) ad(0£,)). 

Similarly, the third derivative is 

Ad(3) = (ad(s)(^i) ad(3)(^2) — ad(3)(^/,)) 

W is defined as the sum of the outer products of the measured noise vector, 

ajid its cross terms with the signal in the following manner. 

W = AW^ + A^ + Wnn 

The noise vector n(k) is not dependent upon a and thus ^W„„ = 0. The derivative 

of the noise covariance is written 

Wd = AdW^ + W„,Ad^. (3.18) 
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Remember that these cross terms will cancel as the number of samples used to 

estimate the covariance approaches infinity. Obviously, this does not happen with 

real data and it will be seen that as multiple derivatives are taken, the non-diagonal 

elements of the covariance are emphasized increasingly. 

Note that the partial derivative of a with respect to ot is only a derivative of 

the spatial separation of the elements of a. The operator a, is written as a function 

of 9 and d^, where is a. constant separation for a uniformly spaced linear array 

and 0 is the same in the far field for each element of one direction vector. The angle 

9 does vary from ai to a2 since each direction vector a„ points to a different source 

at an angle Since the derivative used is a spatial derivative, the derivative will 

be independent of time. This is very important information because a derivative 

operator may be generalized and applied directly to the covariance matrix to form 

Rd from R at any instance in time. 

If the derivative operator d, from the formulation of is factored out, 

Ad = (d O ai, d O a2, d © a/,), 

then 

AdRsA^ = (d ones) O AR,A^ 

where ones is a row vector of ones. Likewise, 

AR,Ad^ = AR,A^ 0 (ones^ d^) . 

Thus, 

(3.19) 

In [7], a derivative operator D, is found to operate directly upon the covariance 

matrix R. The resulting array operator for an equally spaced linear array with N 
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elements is: 

D = j  

f  0 
-I 
-2 

1 2 
0 1 
-1 0 

-^• + 1 -AT+ 2 -iV + 3 

iV-1  ̂  
N - 2  
N - 3  

0 

(3.20) 

The derivative of R is formed in the following manner, 

Rd = D0R. (3.21) 

3.5 The d—MUSIC Algorithm Defined 

In the same manner as MUSIC, once estimates of R and Rd are available we 

estimate the dominant subspaces of the covariance matrices by eigenvalue decom

position. The eigenvectors can be found using many different numerical methods. 

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is a common method used for R since it is a 

positive definite Hermitian matrix. However, the derivative of the covariance matrix 

is not positive definite and thus a generalized eigenvalue decomposition routine for 

a complex matrix should be used. In this thesis, IMSL math libraries are used to 

perform the decomposition in FORTRAN. Matlab routines are used with the point 

source simulation. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors are found in the following 

manner. 

[V, A]=ei«^(R) (3.22) 

[Vd, Ad] = etp(Rd) (3.23) 

Where A is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues which are listed in descending order 

from largest magnitude to smallest and V is a matrix of eigenvectors. This is 

convenient because it then factors the eigenvectors in a manner such that one can 
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choose the first L eigenvectors for the signal subspace and the remainder for the 

noise subspace. V is a unitary matrix of eigenvectors. The eigenvalue factorization 

of R is given by 

R = VAV^. (3.24) 

We are primarily concerned with V, the eigenvectors, as in the MUSIC Algorithm. 

The d—MUSIC algorithm was developed to resolve two closely spaced sources 

regardless of whether they are correlated or not [7]. This can be done by using 

eigenvectors from R and Rj. As shown in Section (3.2) for an equal powered two 

source problem [see eqn. (3.12)], the primary eigenvector of Rj is a scaled version 

of the second signal subspace eigenvector of R The impact of this relationship 

is seen in eqns. (3.9) and (3.11), where it was shown that when the sources are 

uncorrelated, there exists an eigenvalue for each source; but when the sources are 

correlated, only the primary eigenvalue and eigenvector exist. Thus, if the first 

eigenvectors of R and Rj are used, essentially the same information is available for 

uncorrelated or correlated sources. 

For a linear array, a new composite eigenvector matrix Vi can be defined from 

R and Rd, or V and V,, where V is a AT x iV matrix of column vectors 

V = [Vt, V2 . . . V^] 

and likewise is aJso a matrix of N column vectors. The composite eigenvector 

matrix for two sources is then a iV x 2 matrix. 

Vi = [vi, VrfJ. (3.25) 

Using the combined eigenvectors, the null spectrum is defined in a similar manner 
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to MUSIC. 

' " a(tf)»(l-ViV,*)a(9) 
where ()* is the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of Vi. If AT > 2 and rank(Vi) > 2, 

then the pseudo-inverse can be written as 

Vf =(vfv,)''v* (3.27) 

This form of the pseudo-inverse is the least squares solution to a set of over deter

mined equations [15]. In its complete form, the null spectrum is defined by, 

3 MUSIC = _ Vi(Vi»Vi)-iVf^)a(^)' 

Using a point source simulation, where the correlation matrix, R, is an input, the 

relative insensitivity to correlation can be demonstrated for the six element linear 

array used previously with MUSIC [see Figures (2.7) and (2.8)]. Figure (3.3), shows 

a sample plot using a deterministic, fully correlated signal correlation matrix. 

and Figure (3.4) which shows a sample result using a deterministic uncorrelated 

signal correlation matrix, 

®  =  ( o  ? ) •  

These results use the same system as was used in Section 2.3, i.e., SNR = 30dB, 

100 snapshots of data, and BW ss 9.55 degrees. 

Figures (3.5) and (3.6) show both MUSIC and d~MUSIC with one-half the 

separation previously shown. This displays the ability d—MUSIC has to resolve 

both correlated and uncorrelated data. Also, the first order approximation for 

ai — a2 [see eqn. (3.12)] is improved as their separation is more closely spaced. 
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Figure 3.3: The null space of fully correlated source results and d—MUSIC. 

The d—MUSIC solution for correlated and uncorrelated signals converges as the 

separation between sources is decreased. This will be shown clearly in Chapters 4 

and 5. 

3.6 Summary 

In this chapter, the d — MUSIC algorithm has been defined, for the linear 

array. The d—MUSIC algorithm performs very well for correlated and uncorrelated 

signals. The resolution of two correlated sources using d-MUSIC is much improved 

over the results obtained from MUSIC. Correlated and uncorrelated results show 

similar results to those obtained when MUSIC is used with uncorrelated sources. 

As the singular separation between targets is decreased near the resolution threshold 

of MUSIC, the performance of d—MUSIC is superior to that of MUSIC. 
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Chapter 4 

EXTENSIONS to  d-MUSIC 

Chapter 3 presented an overview of the d—MUSIC algorithm developed by 

Howell and Kirlin [7]. In this chapter, the algorithm is extended to the planar 

array. Also, the algorithm is expanded to use select eigenvectors from higher order 

derivatives. It will be shown that utilization of this information makes a more 

robust algorithm. 

4.1 Linear Array 

Recall from Chapter 3, that the derivative of the direction vector is defined as 

a spatial derivative, 
da 
da' 

and that the d—MUSIC algorithm is based upon a Taylor series expansion of a 

about at and a-i for two closely spaced signals. Further expansion of this Taylor 

series shows where we may be able to gain more information from the algorithm. 

ai — a2 + a^ (ofi - 0:2) H ^ i 1 h... 

, , . , . , arte-a,)' , arte-"if . aS''te-a,)* . a2 — ai + a^ (aa — ori) H — 1 1 — h... 
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where ax — a2 can be written 

2 (at - ai) = (a; + a;)(ai - a;) + ~ ~ +• (4.1) 

(af + ai'Kai-a,)' . (4^'- a<")(a, - aj* , 
3i 4! 

There are ways to gain more information from this expanded equation. Conceiv

ably, one could use a sum of additional derivatives as a higher order Taylor Series 

approximation to ai — a2. Also, one could use the first eigenvector from odd or

der derivatives independently in the set of composite eigenvectors used to solve 

the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse. Note that the Taylor Series approximates two 

closely separated sources. Thus the even ordered derivative terms, which are ex

pressed as a function of the difference of two direction vectors, are much smaller 

than the odd order terms, which are a function of the sum of two direction vectors. 

Furthermore, the even ordered derivative pairs would be approximately zero, as the 

angles approached each other. Also, a first order approximation to the second order 

term is 

= (4.2) 

Thus we could re-write equation (4.1) as a first order Taylor series approximation 

in terms of the first and third order derivatives as 

(ai - a,) = (a; + a;)(c„ - a^) + (af + a?) + i (ai - 02) (4.3) 

To use the third order derivative, define the composite set of eigen vectors to 

be 

Vi ,=  Vi, Vrf,, v^3)j (4.4) 

and define J as in eqn. (3.26) with Vi replaced by Vi^. This uses the primary 

eigenvector from the covariance matrix, the derivative of the covariance matrix and 
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the third derivative of the covariance matrix. Figures (4.1) and (4.2) portray this 

result for both a correlated and uncorrelated set of signals using randomly generated 

data from a known point source and a six element linear array at SNR = 30 dB. 

This improves the null depth between peaks for a linear array by applying more 

information to the pseudo-inverse least squares solution. 

One must use caution when applying additional vectors to the set of composite 

eigenvectors. There is a point of diminishing returns, especially when one is dealing 

with an array with a small number of degrees of freedom. The number of spatial 

degrees of freedom must be greater than the number of columns in the composite 

set of eigenvectors to maintain an over determined solution to the least squares fit. 

It will be shown for a planar array with four spatial degrees of freedom, using three 

eigenvectors, the results are marginal [see Figures (4.9) and (4.11)]. For this reason, 

an array with more degrees of freedom yields better results when using d~MUSIC. 

Also, as more derivatives of a covariance are taken, the non-diagonal interference of 

the covariance due to imperfect estimation of the covariance is increased [see eqn. 

(3.18)]. 

4.2 Further Analysis of R and its Derivative 

Equations (3.9), (3.11), (3.12) for the linear array demonstrate that by selecting 

the primary eigenvectors from R and R«i, an algorithm can be developed that is 

insensitive to correlated or uncorrelated sources. For the linear array case, only one 

eigenvector from R and Rd are used in d—MUSIC. This section will demonstrate 

where further information from the covariances may or may not be found. 
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Figure 4.1: The d— MUSIC algorithm when a third derivative is used in the set 
of composite eigenvectors from uncorrelated signals. ' ' is the null spectrum 
using an additional third derivative in the composite set of eigenvectors and ' ' 
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Figure 4.2: The d—MUSIC algorithm when a third derivative is used in the set of 
composite eigenvectors from correlated signals. 
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Assume that the covariance matrix in the noise free case can be written as 

R « A® R, A, 

and that there are two uncorrelated sources of equal power, i.e., let 

and 

A = (ai, aj) -

In the case of a four element linear array [see eqn. (3.14)], given the source is on 

boresight, i.e. 9i = 0, ai = 0, and 

ai(5) = (l 1 1 if, 

and a2 is another signal coming from 62, then 

3.2(6) = 

The derivative operator remains [see eqn. (3.15)] 

<«= | ( -3  -1  1  3 f ,  

which gives an array derivative operator as 

f  °  -1 -2 -3 > 
1 0 -1 -2 
2 1 0 -1 

U 2 1 0 ) 

The signal covariance follows as the outer product of AA^ 

/ 2 H-e--"*' l+e-^J®'\ 
„ _ 1 + 2 1 4- 1 -f- e-2ja2 

l+e^Ja^  l+eJ®'  2  l+e"- ' '*^  '  
V 1  +  1  +  I+e^ '^  2  > 
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and the derivative of the covariance is written as D O R. 

Rd = J 

f 0 -1 - e--"" -2 - -3 - ^ 
1 + 0 -1 - -2 -

2 + 2e2>a2 1 + eJ®' 0 -1 - e-J®' 
V 3 + 2 + 1 + 0 

Note that the Toeplitz matrix R«i is no longer a positive definite Hermitian covari

ance matrix. If ^2 = 1 and = X then orj = O-H- The deterministic covariances 

can then be solved directly. The eigenvalues of R are 

Ai = 7.9700, A2 = 0.0300, A3 = 0.0000, A4 = 0.0000 

and the eigenvectors 

vi = (0.4992, 0.5000 - j0.0274, 0.4977 - j0.0548, 0.4925 - j0.0817)^ 

V2 = (-0.6697-y0.0368, -0.2238+;0.0000, 0.2235-^0.0123, 0.6667 - ;0.0734)^ 

V3 = (0.5308+>0.0596, -0.7929 - jO.OOOO, -0.0149-^0.0900, 0.2770 + y0.0305)^ 

V4 = (-0.2495-l-i0.0745, 0.6855-jO.l 156, -0.6378 + i0.0026, 0.2017 + ̂ 0.0384)^. 

The covariance matrix, R, has four eigenvalues and eigenvectors. On the other 

hand, there is a particular symmetry which is invoked with the spatial derivative 

ofR. 

The eigenvalues of Rd are 

Ai = -8.8665, A2 = 8.8665, A3 = -0.0000, A4 = 0.0000 

and the corresponding eigenvectors 

Vdi = (0.5905-jO.OOOO, 0.3280 - y0.2090, 0.0423 - jO.3866, -0.2613-yo.5296)^ 

Vd2 = (0.0324 - jO.5896, 0.1907 - j0.3390, 0.3745 - iO.1050, 0.5805 + jO.lOSl)^ 
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Vd3 = (0.3866 + y0.0426, -0.5298 + j0.2609, -0.1281 - jO.5765, 0.2752 + jO.2749)^ 

Vd4 = (-0.0637+ y0.3837, 0.3441 -yo.4799;, -0.5686-jO.l595, 0.2895 + ;0.2597)^. 

For this case, and in general, when a spatial derivative of the covariance matrix is 

taken, there are pairs of eigenvalues and eigenvectors that contain the same informa

tion. The eigenvalues form pairs which are the negative compliment of its partner 

and there is a form of negative reciprocity between the real and the imaginary parts 

of the eigenvector pairs. This is very important to know when attempting to apply 

independent eigenvectors into an over determined least squares solution. If these 

pairs of eigenvectors are used together in the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse, then 

they tend to have an effect of canceling each other's information. 

There are negligible differences between choosing either the first or the second 

eigenvector from Rd- It is important that only one vector from a pair of eigenvectors 

is chosen and that the pair is from the signal subspace. For a fixed convention, the 

first eigenvector from Rj will be used throughout this paper. 

4.3 Planar Array 

It is common to separate a planar antenna into sub-apertures. Each sub-

aperture will sum the discrete sampled data from each element located within a 

specified area of the antenna. The phase center will be located at the weighted 

center of the sub-aperture and contain the cumulative information received. The 

symmetric four quadrant receiver, as shown in Figure (4.3), has been a standard 

configuration used for angle estimation. 

For a M x N planar array [see Figure (4.4)], the direction vector for the azimuth 



Figure 4.3: A four quadrant slotted antenna. Individual slots can be summed to 
form sub-apertures 

(az, el) 

n. 

Figure 4.4: Four quadrant planar array phase centers, 9 =azimuth, 0 = elevation. 
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aiid elevation angles {9, <f>) in their respective order, is given by 

a(0,0) = ay {6, <^) {9,0), (4.5) 

where the x and y components of the complex signal direction vectors are given by 

ax(^,0) e'" ... (4.6) 

8,(^,0) = [l e'" ... (4 7) 

and 

u = 27r^ sin(d) cos(<^) 
A 

dy 
V = 2-k^ sin(0) 

A 

dx is the sensor spacing in the x direction, dj, is the sensor spacing in the y direction, 

and A is the wavelength of the frequency of transmission. 

4.3.1 Linear Format of Complex Array Signal Direction 
Matrix 

To simplify the notation, the M x N complex signal direction matrix, a, may 

be simplified to a MN x 1 vector on a column by column basis, i.e., 

a(^, 0) = ax(^, 0) ® ay {6, <f>). (4.8) 

Here 0 denotes the Kronecker product. This product of all possible (x, y) combi

nations works only for uniformly spaced phase centers as defined above. 

Another way to approach the planar array problem is to define the signal direc

tion vectors on an individual phase center basis. This technique is more generalized 
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in that the phase centers for the individual sub-apertures do not have to be uni

formly spaced in all directions as they are in the four quadrant case. This is more of 

a brute force method, in the sense that each (x, y) phase center position is defined. 

Let MN be the number of phase centers for a given array. Assume that the 

phase center for the full array is at (x,y) = (0,0), and dx is the spacing in the 

x-direction relative to x = 0 and dy is the spacing in the y-direction relative to 

y = Q. Then 

a(0, (j))= ay [6,0) 0 {d, (i>) . (4.9) 

The X and y components of the complex signal direction vector are given by 

= [e'J"' e-J"' ... (4.10) 

By(0,0) = [e-J"' ... (4.11) 

and 

Un — 2%—^ sin{9) cos(0) 
A 

Vn = 27r~sin(0). 
A 

The simplified notation of a linear array is used to create a MN x 1 snapshot 

vector x(A:) at time k. Hence the complex array signal direction matrix is in the 

same format as previously described with 

A = [a(0i,<^i) a(02j<^) — ^(^ti^z,)]- (4-12) 

Let x(A:) be an observation vector where MN represents the number of spatial 

elements in the time series. Then, 

x{k) = As{k) + n{k) (4.13) 
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Figure 4.5: A pie shaped six quadrant slotted antenna. Individual slots can be 
summed to form sub-apertures 

where, n(fc) is the MN x 1 noise vector, s{k) is the samples of the signal 

waveforms and A is the set of complex array signal vectors corresponding to the 

directions of arrival. 

Experimental results show that using d~MUSIC with a four phase center 

planar array yields marginal results. For high resolution, more spatial degrees of 

freedom are needed when applying this method. Therefore, a slotted planar array 

which is divided in a pie fashion into six spatial sub-apertures is used as in Figure 

(4.5). 
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4.4 The Derivative of the Planar Array 

The derivative of the pleinar array is defined in much the same manner as 

the linear array. However, there are two dimensions in which one forms a deriva

tive. Thus, there are two derivative operators and two derivatives of the covariance 

matrix. 

Given a(5, <f)) is the direction vector for an MN sensor planar array where each 

phase center has a defined {dx, dy) component. As before, is the direction vector 

due to the x component of the phase center 

a^(0,0) = ... 

and aj, is the direction vector due to the y component, 

ay(«,<?i) = (e'"''" ... , 

where 

u = ~sin(d) cos(<^), 
A 

u = Ysin(0), 

where a{B,<t>) = ^{9,<t>) G aj,(d,0). Note ax(0,0) is only a function of u and the 

defined scalar positions in the x direction. Likewise 3^(0,^) is only a function of v 

axid the position of the elements in the y direction. This leads to 

d^{e,<i>) aax(d,0) 

and 

Thus, the partial derivatives of a(0, <^) with respect to u and v are independent. 
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The planar array derivative operators, du, d®, are defined as 

<1. = ^^^ ./»(«,«) (4.U) 

= (4.15) 

These derivatives are in the same format as the linear array derivative operator. If 

desired, derivative operators for a planar array covariance matrix may be extracted 

for a given antenna. The derivative matrix operators are formed similarly to the 

method used for the linear array [see eqn. (3.19)] 

Dtt = du ones + ones  ̂ d^ (4.16) 

D„=d„ ones+ones  ̂ df .  (4-17)  

Given a four quadrant antenna with one phase center per quadrant located at 

{dx,dy), {—dx,dy), (dx, —dy), {—dx, —dy). U dx = dy =1, then the direction vectors 

are defined as 

a,(0,0) = (eJ" e-J" 

aj,(«,0)= (e'" 

and a(0, <^) is given by 

a(0, (^) = 

Then 

d«=;[ l  -11  -1]  

d„=y[ l  1 -1-1] .  

From eqns. (3.17), (4.16), and (4.17), the derivative of the covariance becomes 

+ AR,A J + . (4.18) 
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The derivative may be written equivalently as 

Rrf, = © R. 

Likewise, 

Rtf. = Arf„R,A^ + AR,AJ + (4.19) 

or 

= Do O R. 

This formulation of D is useful when operating upon measured data, or modifying 

existing systems or simulations. One need only calculate the matrix derivative op-

erator(s) once for an antenna, and the spatial derivative(s) of R is readily available. 

4.5 d—MUSIC and a Planar Array 

Once the covariance matrix and its derivatives are known, the first step of 

the algorithm is eigenvalue decomposition of the covariance matrices. Define the 

eigenvector matrices V, and and the diagonal eigenvalues A, A^, and A((„, 

in the same manner as the linear array [see eqn. (3.23)], i.e., 

[V, A] = e2^(R) (4.20) 

[Vd„, Ad J = ei^(Rd„) (4.21) 

[Vdv. Ad,] = eig{RdJ. (4.22) 

For a planar array, a composite of eigenvectors can be defined from V, and 

Where V is a, N x N matrix of column vectors 

V = [Vi, V2 . . . V^j 
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and likewise and are also matrices of N column vectors. Let the composite 

eigenvector matrix be called Va, 

V2 = [vi, (4.23) 

The null spectrum is defined in the same manner as in eqn. (3.26), i.e., 

J = (A ^>4) 
a(0,(?i)^(I-V2V2*)a(^,0)' ^ ^ 

The only difference between this formulation of the composite eigenvectors and 

that used in the linear array is there are two eigenvectors from distinct derivatives. 

This was found to be the most efficient method. Following the analysis of the linear 

array, the eigenvector Vi contains information from ai(^, 0) +a2(^, 0). This is obvi

ously not enough Information to solve for both ai and aa but contains information 

for both azimuth and elevation. When this is coupled with the first eigenvectors 

from the derivatives in the u{d,4>) and v{0,(j>) directions in a least squares solu

tion, sufficient information is available to resolve in both the azimuth and elevation 

directions. 

4.6 Summary of Performance Results 

For a planar array, results are shown for MUSIC and d—MUSIC in Figures 

(4.6) and (4.7). A six phase center planar array was used with BW « 9.55 degrees 

and 100 snapshots of data. Two equal powered, 30 dB SNR sources were used. This 

demonstrates that for a planar array, d—MUSIC again outperforms MUSIC when 

the data is fully correlated. However, due to the added angle dimension, limited 

spatial degrees of freedom in the least squares solution, and the two independent 
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derivatives, MUSIC may be preferred to d — MUSIC when in an uncorrelated 

environment. When only four phase centers of a planar array are available, it is clear 

that MUSIC is the preffered algorithm [see Figures (4,9)] in the uncorrelated signal 

environment. As the number of spatial degrees of freedom is increased, the results 

for d—MUSIC and MUSIC in the uncorrelated environment converge [see Figure 

(4.8)]. The null spectrums for 8—MUSIC and MUSIC are different in appearance 

but the peaks converge to the same location. In the correlated environment, four 

spatial degrees of freedom is still marginal, this is shown in Figure (4.11). The 

coherent signals result shown in Figure (4.10), with eight spatial degrees of freedom 

shows superior performance with d—MUSIC over MUSIC. The diameter of the 

antenna used is maintained constant as the number of phase centers are varied for 

this experiment, i.e. the BW is approximately the same as the degrees of freedom 

is increased. 

Figures (4.12) and (4.13) demonstrate performance in the correlated and un

correlated environment when the angular separation is decreased from Figures (4.6) 

and (4.7). This demonstrates a relatively insensitive effect from correlation when 

the angular separation between sources is small [see Figures (4.12) and (4.13)]. Also, 

it is apparent from Figure (4.13) that the null depth between sources is greater for 

the d—MUSIC spectrum. This implies that d—MUSIC would be less sensitive to 

noise when the angular separation between sources is small and that d~ MUSIC 

would resolve two sources at a lower SNR level than would MUSIC. Multiple 

random realizations will be averaged in Chapter 5 to show this more clearly. 
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Figure 4.6: Correlated source results using MUSIC, and d—MUSIC in a planar 
array. 
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Figure 4.7; Uncorrelated source results using MUSIC, and d—MUSIC in a planar 
array. 
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MUSIC 

0.5 0 0.5 
AZIMUTH/degrees 

d-MUSIC 
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Figure 4.8: Uncorrelated source results using MUSIC, and d—MUSIC with eight 
spatial degrees of freedom. 
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MUSIC 
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d-MUSIC 
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Figure 4.9: Uncorrelated source results using MUSIC, and d—MUSIC with four 
spatial degrees of freedom. 
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Figure 4.10; Correlated source results using MUSIC, and d—MUSIC with eight 
spatial degrees of freedom. 
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Figure 4.11: Correlated source results using MUSIC, and d—MUSIC with four 
spatial degrees of freedom. 
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Figure 4 ted source results using MUSIC, and d~ MUSIC in a planar 
array. 
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Figure 4.13: Uncorrelated source results using MUSIC, and d—MUSIC in a planar 
array. 
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4.7 Further Analysis: Small Angle Approximation 

Results in the previous section showed a surprising result. That is, for small 

angles of separation, d—MUSIC is amazingly efficient at discriminating two sources 

whether the sources are correlated or uncorrelated. We previously showed that we 

are using a Taylor Series expansion to approximate a lost eigen vector for two 

closely spaced, highly correlated sources. The Taylor Series expansion relies upon 

the assumption that the two sources are closely separated for the first order ap

proximation to be reliable. However, this does not give any implication as to why 

it improves the performance of two closely spaced uncorrelated sources. 

The following exercise shows that as the two sources become closely separated, 

the covariance matrix begins to approximate a fully correlated pair of sources. 

Again let us evaluate the covariance matrix in the noise free case. 

R « A® R, A, 

with two uncorrelated sources of equal power, 

or with two correlated sources of equal power. 

and 

A = (ai, aa). 

For the uncorrelated scenario, the covariance can be written in terms of the 
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direction vectors as 

R = aiai®^ + ajaa®, 

and when fully correlated 

R = aiai®^ + aiaa^ + ajai^ + aaaj^. 

When the angle of separation between the two samples becomes small, then 

ai a aa, 

and the uncorrelated covariance is approximated as 

R a 2aiax®^, 

and the correlated covariance can be written 

R ~ 4axax^j 

Thus, when two returns are closely separated, the covariance matrix looks 

correlated, even with two completely uncorrelated sources. This explains to some 

degree, why d—MUSIC works with closely separated, uncorrelated sources equally 

proficient to correlated sources. 

4.8 Summary 

In this chapter, the d —MUSIC algorithm has been defined, for the planar 

array. It is shown that the d—MUSIC algorithm performs very well for correlated 

and uncorrelated signals.  The resolution of two correlated sources using d~MUSIC 

is similar to results obtained from MUSIC in an uncorrelated scenario when the 
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angular separation between sources is small. In a planar array, the d—MUSIC 

algorithm performs marginally with only four phase centers and two sources. Five 

or more phase centers are preferred. 
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Chapter 5 

MUSIC, d-MUSIC and SIMULATED RADAR DATA 

5.1 Linear Array Performance Comparisons 

In this section, the performance of MUSIC and d — MUSIC are compared. 

Figures (5.1), (5.2), (5.3), (5.4), (5.5), and (5.6) are plots of the mean estimated 

angle from twenty independent realizations as a function of angular separation in 

beam widths {BW). Two sources are simulated for a highly correlated, 

1 0.999 \ 
0.999 1 j  '  

and a nearly uncorrelated, 

S 
_ ( 1 0.001 \ 

V 0.001 1 } ' 

environment. The number of snapshots AT, and the SNR are varied. Each figure 

shows six sets of curves: three sample sizes, /if = 50, A!" = 100, and K = 1000, 

and two distinct targets. The true direction of arrival for one signal is fixed at zero 

degrees. The true direction of arrival for the second signal varies as a function of 

the beam width. For the plots shown, a linear array is used and the position of the 

signal is varied from 0.1 degrees to 3.0 degrees. For the linear array, the d—MUSIC 

algorithm used to form these results, included the third derivative in the composite 

set of eigenvectors, see equation (4.4). 
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Figures (5.1), (5.2), and (5.3) show the MUSIC and d—MUSIC results when 

the signals are largely uncorrelated. These results show that for small angular 

separations, d—MUSIC is able to resolve with relatively no bias in situations when 

MUSIC can no longer resolve two distinct sources. This holds true for low (10 dB) 

and high SNR's (30 dB). Also the d—MUSIC algorithm performs well with small 

sample sizes in a linear array. It is true that the performance improves as the sample 

size is increased, however the results for /iT = 50 and K = 100 are very respectable. 

In fact, in the low SNR scenario shown in Figure (5.1), MUSIC is more sensitive 

to the sample size K than is d—MUSIC. The downside to d~MUSIC shown in 

these plots is that once the angular separation becomes greater than approximately 

0.25 BW^ the first order approximation used for ai — A2 is no longer a good one. 

An angular bias for the estimated angle of arrival is the penalty paid. 

Figures (5.4), (5.5), and (5.6) show MUSIC and d—MUSIC results for cor

related signals. These figures show that MUSIC has unsatisfactory performance 

levels when two correlated sources are present. Improved results are given with 

d —MUSIC, however, sensitivity to the sample size used for estimation of the co-

variance matrix is increased from that in an uncorrelated environment. Figure (5.6) 

is a high SNR scenario, 30 dB. The sample size, for this case, is not a critical issue 

with d—MUSIC when the separation is greater than 0.1 BW. As the separation 

decreases below 0.1 BIV, biases accrue at smaller sample sizes. As the SN^R is 

decreased, to maintain an unbiased estimate of the angle of arrival for correlated 

sources, the number of sampled snapshots of data used to form the covariance must 

increase. Figures (5.4) and (5.5) demonstrate that a good estimate of the source 

directions can be found when AT = 1000 samples are used and that biases occur 

when K = 50 or K = 100 samples are used. This also shows a higher level of 
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sensativety to the estimation of the covariance for d—MUSIC in a correlated envi

ronment. Even though biases do occur with low SNR, and small sample sizes, K, 

d—MUSIC still separates two sources in a correlated environment. 

5.2 Planar Array Performance Comparisons 

In this section, the performance of the MUSIC and d—MUSIC algorithms are 

compared for the planar array. Tables (5.1), (5.2), (5.3), (5.4), (5.5), (5.6), (5.7), 

and (5.8) show the mean estimated angle from twenty independent realizations as 

a function of angular separation in degrees. Both azimuth and elevation angles are 

received for each angle found. Two sources are simulated for a highly correlated, 

( 1 0.999 \ 
\ 0.999 1 j ' 

and nearly uncorrelated, 
( 1 0.001 \ 

0.001 1 ;' 

environment. 

It is not possible to plot the same curves for the planar array results in the 

same fashion as is shown with the linear array. The added dimension of simultaneous 

azimuth and elevation (az, el) led to the results of the planar array being shown in 

a tabular format. 

The direction of arrival for the first source is fixed again at {az,el) = (0,0), 

while the second source is separated from the first by 9 degrees in the azimuth 

direction and ~{d) degrees in the elevation direction, (0, —9). Due to the large 

amount of data generated, only data from the second source is shown. If the mean 

angle is approximately half way between the origin (0,0) and the true location of 
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Figure 5.1: Uncorrelated 10 dB sources. Shown is mean angle as a function of 
angular separation in beam widths (BW) using MUSIC, and d—MUSIC in a 
linear array. Results for K = 50 (....), K = 100 (—), and K = 1000 (— — -) 
snap shots of data are shown. 

UncsirtlaM d-MUSC RmUIi 20 (dB) 
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UncorraMsd MUSIC RmuIs 20 (dB) 

0.05 I 0.15 Angulu- Stparalton (BW) 0.1 

Figure 5.2: Uncorrelated 20 dB sources. Shown is mean angle as a function of 
angular separation in beam widths (BW) using MUSIC, and d —MUSIC in a 
linear array. Results for A!" = 50 K = 100 ( ), and IC = 1000 (— — —) 
snap shots of data are shown. 
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Figure 5.3: Uncorrelated 30 dB sources. Shown is mean angle as a function of 
angular separation in beam widths (BW) using MUSIC, and d — MUSIC in a 
linear array. Results for /if = 50 (....), K = 100 ( ), and K = 1000 (— — —) 
snap shots of data are shown. 
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Figure 5.4: Correlated 10 dB sources. Shown is mean angle as a function of angular 
separation in beam widths (BW) using MUSIC, and d—MUSIC in a linear array. 
Results for K = 50 (....), K = 100 (—), and K = 1000 (— — —) snap shots of 
data aure shown. 
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Figure 5.5: Correlated 20 dB sources. Shown is mean angle as a function of angular 
separation in beam widths (BW) using MUSIC, and d~MUSIC in a linear array. 
Results for K = 50 (....), K = 100 (—), and K = 1000 (— — —) snap shots of 
data are shown. 
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Figure 5.6: Correlated 30 dB sources. Shown is mean angle as a function of angular 
separation in beam widths (BW) using MUSIC, and d—MUSIC in a linear array. 
Results for AT = 50 K = 100 (—), and K = 1000 (— — —) snap shots of 
data are shown. 
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the second source given in column one, then a centroid is found. If a centroid is 

found, then the algorithm shows the two sources to be inseparable and only one 

erroneous target is given. 

Different tables are generated for the number of snapshots K = 100 and K = 

1000, and the SNR is incremented in the columns of each table after each (az, el) 

pair. When the mean value of twenty estimated angles is found to be greater 

than 0.05 degrees from the true value, the angle is highlighted in bold. The bold 

font is used to show trends between correctly and incorrectly estimated angles. 

The sample size is insufficient to define an accurate threshold at which two angles 

can be resolved. However, the trends will demonstrate approximate thresholds of 

resolution. 

Tables (5.1) and (5.2) show results for the point source simulation in an uncor-

related environment using a planar array. The number of sajxiples used to estimate 

the covariance is K = 1000. As expected, when there is a fixed number of snapshots 

of data, MUSIC performs better as SNR and angle separation are increased. As 

SNR and the separation between sources are decreased, the two resolved sources 

bias towards the centroid, until the point at which they appear to be one source. 

The d—MUSIC algorithm has a superior resolution threshold when compared to 

MUSIC. However, as the second source is increased in separation, biases are in

curred in the angle estimated using d —MUSIC. This is a similar result to that 

found in the linear array, i.e., the approximation of the direction vectors (ai — a2) 

proves to be invalid as (ai — a2) is increased beyond approximately 0.25 BW. 

Tables (5.3) and (5.4) also show results for the point source simulation in an 

uncorrelated environment. The number of samples used to estimate the covariance 
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is K = 100. Using a point source simulation and a planar array, this is shown to be 

an insufficient number of samples without incurring a bias or finding only one target 

in the presence of two. For a more accurate prediction of the results, more than 

twenty realizations would need to be taken. The accurately represented trend of 

increased variance as the number of snapshots of data decreases is also represented 

by this result.  This is evident in both d—MUSIC and MUSIC. 

For two correlated sources. Table (5.5) clearly shows how well d — MUSIC 

performs in this environment. On the other hand. Table (5.6) displays how MUSIC 

is very ineffective when used on correlated data. MUSIC finds the single centroid 

of two correlated signals. The performance of d—MUSIC with K = 1000 samples, 

as shown in Table (5.5) is superior even to the uncorrected scenario. Note that 

the threshold at which d —MUSIC can separate two targets in the planar array 

is now best when in a fully correlated environment. Not only is the threshold 

improved but biases, which occur as the separation between the targets increases, 

are not found with the extent of data shown. The point at which the approximation 

for which (ai — a2) begins to supply a bias is greater than BWJZ. This is an 

important result, the correlated scenario, or the case which MUSIC and standard 

beam forming algorithms usually consider to be the worst case, now is a scenario 

in which d—MUSIC performs best. 

Tables (5.7) and (5.8) are results generated with K = 100 samples with two 

correlated signals. These tables demonstrate that MUSIC and d — MUSIC are 

very sensitive to the sample size used for estimation. When the SNR is very high, 

as in the 30 dB column of Table (5.7), d—MUSIC is still capable of resolving the 

two angles. However, we see that the algorithm is easily susceptible to biases as 
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either the SNR is decreased or the separation between targets is increased. This 

shows unacceptable performance in a planar array with K = 100, the sample size 

must be increased for good results. 
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Truth 10 dB 20 dB 30 dB 
az el az el az el az el 

0.2500 -0.2500 
0.5000 -0.5000 
0.7500 -0.7500 
1.0000 -1.0000 
2.0000 -2.0000 
3.0000 -3.0000 

0.3598 -0.1030 
0.5047 -0.4034 
0.7378 -0.7307 
0.9919 -0.9973 
2.0716 -2.1041 
3.1081 -2.7351 

0.2635 -0.1909 
0.4885 -0.4926 
0.7402 -0.7449 
1.0000 -1.0162 
1.9946 -2.0878 
3.4486 -3.0162 

0.2416 -0.2449 
0.4946 -0.4986 
0.7402 -0.7568 
0.9811 -1.0189 
2.0108 -2.1203 
3.3297 -3.0703 

Table 5.1: A table of d—MUSIC results with 1000 snapshots of data with directions 
of arrival for two uncorrelated sources. Mean value of 20 independent realizations 
shown. 

Truth 10 dB 20 dB 30 dB 
az el az el az el az el 

0.2500 -0.2500 
0.5000 -0.5000 
0.7500 -0.7500 
1.0000 -1.0000 
2.0000 -2.0000 
3.0000 -3.0000 

0.1284 -0.1284 
0.3081 -0.3061 
0.5510 -0.5486 
0.9027 -0.9027 
1.9784 -1.9784 
3.0054 -3.0054 

0.1453 -0.1453 
0.4439 -0.4439 
0.7307 -0.7307 
0.9892 -0.9892 
2.0068 -2.0068 
3.0270 -3.0270 

0.1943 -0.1943 
0.4946 -0.4946 
0.7520 -0.7520 
0.9919 -0.9919 
2.0270 -2.0270 
3.0270 -3.0270 

Table 5.2: A table of MUSIC results with 1000 snapshots of data with directions 
of arrival for two uncorrelated sources. Mean value of 20 independent realizations 
shown. 
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Truth 10 dB 20 dB 30 dB 
az el az el az el az el 

0.2500 -0.2500 
0.5000 -0.5000 
0.7500 -0.7500 
1.0000 -1.0000 
2.0000 -2.0000 
3.0000 -3.0000 

0.5490 -0.1554 
0.5655 0.1642 
0.6338 -0.0544 
0.7216 -0.4000 
1.1027 -0.8757 
1.8757 -2.1784 

0.3699 -0.2500 
0.4682 -0.0588 
0.5747 -0.4091 
0.8757 -0.7189 
1.3581 -1.5284 
2.0541 -2.1838 

0.2821 -0.2297 
0.4743 -0.4297 
0.7473 -0.6929 
1.0135 -0.9351 
1.8892 -2.0595 
2.6054 -2.3892 

Table 5.3: A table of d—MUSIC results with 100 snapshots of data with directions 
of arrival for two uncorrelated sources. Mean value of 20 independent realizations 
shown. 

Truth 10 dB 20 dB 30 dB 
az el az el az el az el 

0.2500 -0.2500 
0.5000 -0.5000 
0.7500 -0.7500 
1.0000 -1.0000 
2.0000 -2.0000 
3.0000 -3.0000 

0.1149 -0.1334 
0.1155 -0.1155 
0.2176 -0.2176 
0.2703 -0.2703 
1.1189 -1.1189 
2.0865 -2.0865 

0.1132 -0.1216 
0.1966 -0.1986 
0.2861 -0.2861 
0.6730 -0.6730 
1.7757 -1.7716 
2.6541 -2.6541 

0.1216 -0.1216 
0.3770 -0.3770 
0.7118 -0.7118 
0.9676 -0.9676 
1.9581 -1.9581 
2.9189 -2.9189 

Table 5.4: A table of MUSIC results with 100 snapshots of data with directions 
of arrival for two uncorrelated sources. Mean value of 20 independent realizations 
shown. 
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Truth 10 dB 20 dB 30 dB 
az el az el az el az el 

0.2500 -0.2500 
0.5000 -0.5000 
0.7500 -0.7500 
1.0000 -1.0000 
2.0000 -2.0000 
3.0000 -3.0000 

0.3395 -0.2078 
0.5088 -0.4318 
0.7378 -0.7355 
0.9892 -0.9919 
1.9986 -2.0027 
3.0108 -3.0108 

0.2635 -0.2128 
0.4986 -0.4946 
0.7520 -0.7520 
0.9973 -0.9973 
2.0149 -2.0189 
3.0270 -3.0270 

0.2483 -0.2449 
0.4986 -0.4966 
0.7544 -0.7544 
0.9946 -0.9973 
2.0270 -2.0270 
3.0270 -3.0270 

Table 5.5: A table of d—MUSIC results with 1000 snapshots of data with directions 
of arrival for two correlated sources- Mean value of 20 independent realizations 
shown. 

Truth 10 dB 20 dB 30 dB 
az el az el az el az el 

0.2500 -0.2500 
0.5000 -0.5000 
0.7500 -0.7500 
1.0000 -1.0000 
2.0000 -2.0000 
3.0000 -3.0000 

0.1301 -0.1301 
0.2432 -0.2453 
0.3784 -0.3784 
0.4919 -0.4973 
1.0014 -1.0095 
1.5081 -1.5081 

0.1334 -0.1318 
0.2432 -0.2432 
0.3784 -0.3784 
0.4946 -0.4973 
1.0014 -1.0095 
1.5946 -1.6054 

0.1351 -0.1334 
0.2432 -0.2432 
0.3807 -0.3807 
0.5027 -0.5027 
1.6905 -1.6865 
2.9459 -2.9459 

Table 5.6: A table of MUSIC results with 1000 snapshots of data with directions 
of arrival for two correlated sources. Mean value of 20 independent realizations 
shown. 
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Truth 10 dB 20 dB 30 dB 
az el az el az el az el 

0.2500 -0.2500 
0.5000 -0.5000 
0.7500 -0.7500 
1.0000 -1.0000 
2.0000 -2.0000 
3.0000 -3.0000 

-0.1149 1.0676 
0.4358 0.0709 
0.4943 -0.2223 
0.7108 -0.6000 
1.0662 -1.0216 
2.0541 -2.0541 

-0.8970 0.4476 
0.3791 -0.2108 
0.5959 -0.5274 
0.8622 -0.8108 
1.5365 -1.5243 
2.4811 -2.4865 

0.4645 -0.4865 
0.4804 -0.4581 
0.7236 -0.7142 
0.9757 -0.9676 
1.9297 -1.9419 
2.9189 -2.9189 

Table 5.7: A table of d—MUSIC results with 100 snapshots of data with directions 
of arrival for two correlated sources. Mean value of 20 independent realizations 
shown. 

Truth 10 dB 20 dB 30 dB 
az el az el az el az el 

0.2500 -0.2500 
0.5000 -0.5000 
0.7500 -0.7500 
1.0000 -1.0000 
2.0000 -2.0000 
3.0000 -3.0000 

0.0507 -0.0676 
0.1216 -0.1216 
0.2365 -0.2554 
0.3784 -0.3784 
1.6946 -1.6905 
2.9297 -2.8486 

0.1014 -0.1047 
0.1601 -0.1601 
0.2696 -0.2696 
0.4216 -0.4189 
2.6189 -2.6068 
0.7568 -0.7568 

0.1166 -0.1166 
0.3223 -0.3182 
0.5983 -0.5841 
0.9649 -0.9378 
2.6432 -2.6432 
0.7568 -0.7568 

Table 5.8: A table of MUSIC results with 100 snapshots of data with directions of 
arrival for two correlated sources. Mean value of 20 independent realizations shown. 
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5.3 Introduction, Terrain Scattered Interference Simulation 

Radar and Terrain Scattered Interference (TSI) is a broad topic of which little 

will be discussed by way of background. The discussion will be limited to the 

processing of data received from the antenna. The reader is referred to other sources 

if more background is desired [1]. Definitions of some of the basic elements of a 

pulsed radar system are included [see Appendix A]. 

For the intent of showing performance in a real environment, an isotropic an

tenna which is radiating the same narrow band frequency as the receiver is simu

lated. A fixed geometry and distance from the radax to the source are determined 

such that the image on the ground is small and the specular grazing angle is less 

than 15 degrees [see Figure (5.7)]. The intent is to create a scenario with highly 

correlated multi-path image returns and a direct path to a receiver. This will be 

shown to be a scenario for which highly correlated data is present and MUSIC 

will not be able to resolve the sources. The scenario will be contrived to purposely 

be highly correlated and show a situation where d —MUSIC will resolve a source 

and its image, whereas MUSIC will not. The demonstration is a proof of concept 

scenario, not a characterization of when and where d—MUSIC succeeds and fails. 

5.4 Geometry of Problem 

The simulation generates patches on the ground which reflect multi-path signals 

on and around the specular point. The patch size is 10 meters in down-range and 

cross-range. The number of patches on the ground is 128. This contains a very high 
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Figure 5.7: Low angle tracking problem with direct path return, and single bounce 
path or multiple bounce path returns 

percentage of the reflected power and is a good assumption when low to the ground. 

The limitation in the number of patches also reduces the computation time and the 

size of the data generated. If the surface is relatively smooth, the assumption of a 

specular image is a good one. A plot of the relative patch powers on the ground, as 

viewed by the receiving antenna, is shown in Figure (5.8). It is evident from Figure 

(5.8), where the specular point of return is located by the white patch in the middle 

of the plot. This is the shortest bounce path, and the patch with the highest level 

of return. The down range is the range along the ground between the radar and 

the source. 

The distance from radar to target is defined to be 1 km for the intention of 

testing the target separation. The geometry is predetermined to assure the specular 

point is separated from the target within the 3 dB beam width of the antenna. This 

geometry shown has 1.1 degrees of separation from the specular point to the direct 

path. 
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Figure 5.8: The relative patch power on an ocean surface as viewed from a radar 
antenna with a 10 degree BW. 
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MUSIC from Fortran Simulation 

d-MUSIC from Fortran Simulation 

_4 _3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 

Figure 5.9: Simulated multi-path environment using MUSIC, and d—MUSIC in 
a planar array. 

5.5 Results from TSI Simulation 

The multi-path situation was defined and the plotted null space is shown in 

Figure(5.9). This shows a natural setting for two highly correlated sources. As 

shown, MUSIC fails to separate the two targets and a power weighted centroid 

is found which is biased toward the direct path return. The direct path return is 

approximately 10 dB larger than the specular return. 

The angles of thirty-two independent realizations are shown on a scatter plot 
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in Figure (5.10). Two-hundred samples were used to form the covariance at the 

PRI rate to assure a stationary sample of data. 

An eight spatial degrees of freedom copolarized planar array, divided in a less 

than optimal configuration of eight pie sections, was used to form these results. The 

antenna was rolled ten degrees to keep the image and target out of the main plane 

of the antenna phase centers. Eight phase centers were also used to maintain an 

over-determined set of eigenvectors for the least squares pseudo-inverse d—MUSIC 

solution, section 

These results are not optimal but show a very important result. That is, 

d — MUSIC can separate two highly correlated source with small separation. A 

bias is shown in these estimates due to the fact that the sources are different power 

levels and only two-hundred samples were used to estimate the covariance. 
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Figure 5.10: 32 independent samples of a simulated multi-path environment using 
MUSIC, and d—MUSIC in a planar array. 
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Chapter 6 

SUMMARY 

This thesis presents a spatial spectrum estimation technique for discriminating 

two closely spaced sources. The algorithm was first developed by Howell and Kirlin 

[7] for a linear array and is called d—MUSIC. 

d—MUSIC uses generalized spatial spectrum estimation techniques and a spa

tial derivative. The basis upon which the algorithm works is a first order Taylor 

series expansion and a least squares solution to an over determined set of eigen

vectors carefully chosen from the covariance matrix and its derivatives. The 'null 

spectrum' is solved in a manner similar to spectral MUSIC. The algorithm and 

simple analysis of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are included in Chapters 3 and 

4. Chapter 2 gives the necessary background on the covariance matrix and the 

MUSIC algorithm. 

The d—MUSIC algorithm is expanded from the general linear array theory 

given in [7] to include additional information in the composite set of eigenvectors 

from the third spatial derivative of the covariance. This is shown to give greater 

null depth in the null spectrum formed when using a linear array. The algorithm 

is developed further for a planar array. This extension to d—MUSIC is defined in 

Chapter 4. 
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It is shown in Chapter 5 that d —MUSIC resolves sources that are closely 

separated better that MUSIC in a correlated or an uncorrelated environment. 

Performance of MUSIC and d—MUSIC improves as the SNR and the number 

of samples used to estimate the covariance matrix are increased. 

For uncorrelated sources, MUSIC is still a more generalized solution. The 

d—MUSIC results show that the assumptions upon which the algorithm are based 

become invalid as the angular separation is increased beyond approximately 0.25 

beam widths. The result of this assumption, for two signals that are not closely 

separated, is a bias in the estimated ajigle of arrival. 

The real gain found from d—MUSIC comes when the angles are closely sepa

rated and/or correlated. Best results for d—MUSIC are obtained when a sufficient 

number of samples are used to estimate the covjiriance matrix. The number of 

samples used is especially important in a correlated environment. When two sig

nals are coherent d — MUSIC is able to separate two sources better than it can 

in an uncorrelated environment. Thus, in a scenario when most algorithms fail, 

d —MUSIC performs at its best. The biases which are found in an uncorrelated 

situation when the separation between sources is increased was not found in a cor

related environment. The worst case for MUSIC is a very desirable situation for 

d-MUSIC. 

Using a Terrain Scattered Interference scenario with an isotropic antenna, d— 

MUSIC is shown to resolve the direct path and the shortest bounce path image. 

MUSIC resolved only one source which was a centroid of the direct path and the 

apparent image. 
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Appendix A 

Definitions 

0^ The hermitian or the transpose of the complex conjugate of the specified vector 

or matrix. 

0^ The transpose of a vector or matrix. 

O Element by element multiplication of a vector or matrix. 

./ Element by element division of a vector or matrix. 

® The Kronecker product. 

beam width The angular separation at which the sum beam of the antenna is 3 

dB down from the peak [see Figure 2.2]. 

E{} The expected value. 

A The wavelength of the frequency used for transmission in a PRI. 

CPI Coherent Processing Interval. A collection of adjacently collected PRJ's. An 

FFT of this is usually taken to coherently add signal returns. 

PDI Post Detection Integration. Processing with multiple CPI's. 
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PRI Pulse Repetition Interval. The interval over which a pulse is transmitted and 

radar returns are received. 

SNR Signal to Noise Ratio 
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